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Abstract. In this pap er w e studythe con vergenceof the non overlap-
ping domain decomposition for solving large linear system arising from
semi discretization of tw o dimensionalinitial value problem with homo-
geneous b oundaryconditions, and solv edby implicittime stepping using
ÿrst and, tw o alternativ esof second order FS-methods. The interface
values along the artiÿcial b oundary condition line are found using ex-
plicit forw ardEuler's method for the ÿrst order FS-method, and for the
second order FS-method to use extrap olationpro cedure for each spa-
tial variable individually. The solution by the non overlapping domain
decomposition with FS-method is applicable to problems that requires
the solution on non uniform meshes for each spatial variables which w ill
unable us to use diþerent time stepping over diþerent sub domains,and
with the p ossibilit yof extension to three dimensional problem.

1 Introduction and Notation

In domain decomposition the interface b oundary conditions for one or
tw o dimensionalheat equations ha ve b eenstudied by [D D D 1,BLR1,Me1]
and [Me2]. In tw odimensional problem its generally required iterativ e
solution methods, withgo od preconditioner,such as preconditioningcon-
jugate gradien t method [DDD1,Me1,Me2], to solv e thesubproblems.
In literatureone of the methods received great atten tionin solvingtwo o r
three dimensional parabolic equation is the F ractionalsplitting method,
FS-method, or dimensional splitting method [H1,GM1,KL1,S2]. The FS
method w as ÿrstlyintroducedby Godunov, 1959 [Go1], and nowits one
of the classical methods [GM1,MG1,Y a1].
Our aim in this w orkis to presen t simplercriteria for deÿning interface
b oundary condition for tw o dimensionalparabolic problem, which c ou ld
b e easily generalized to three dimensional problem. The approach i s by
incorp oratinginterface b oundary conditions deÿned for one dimensional
problem with the one dimensional parabolic equation accomplished from
FS-method along each spatial variable. The presen tedform of combina-
tion will reduce the cost of the algorithm and the storage requirements.
This combination of the FS with the domain decomposition method has
be en recen tly considered by Gaiþe, et.al, [GGL1], in order to pro vide
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a time discretization scheme to be diÿerent over each sub domains. In
section 2, we present the model problem deþnition, the FS-method clas-
siþcations, and their appropriate deþnition for the artiþcial boundary at
the interface line for the 2-dimensional heat equation. In section 3, we
presented the theoretical aspects related to the error bound, stability
and the convergence for the non overlapping FS-method of diÿerent or-
der. The numerical experiment which support the convergence analysis,
the comparison between the þrst and second order FS-method, and the
relation with the number of subdomains are presented in section 4.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 The Model Problem

In this work we consider the domain decomposition solution of linear
two dimensional parabolic problem on the unit rectangular domain ÿ =
(0; 1)ÿ (0; 1) with 0 þ t þ T , given by

@u
@t

= ý @2u
@x2

ý @2u
@y2

on ÿ

B:C: : u(x; y; t) = 0 on þ = @ÿ; and
I:C: : u(x; y; 0) = u0(x; y) on ÿ [ þ

(1)

Let h = 1

N+1
; be the mesh spacing for the spatial variables x and y; and

let ÿh be the spatial grid domain deþned by ÿh = f(x; y)j xi = ih; yj =
jh; 1 þ i; j þ Ng:
The grid functions umi;j representing the discrete solution over ÿh, rep-
resented by vectors in RNÿN , with natural row ordering for the grid
functions at time tm.

The spatial operator ý @2

@x2
ý @2

@y2
, is approximated by the standard second

order þnite diÿerence discretization ( central diÿerence) over ÿh , and
after assembling the unknowns it will leads to a semi discrete system of
þrst order diÿerential equations [LP1].

du

dt
= ýAu; (2)

where A is the global matrix of coeÆcients presented with 5 non zero
diagonal entries. The exact solution of (1) satisþes the two term recur-
rence relation involving the matrix exponential function of the matrix A

given by

u(t+ Æt) = e
þÆtA

u(t); (3)

where Æt is the time step.
Due to the existence of the constituent splitting of A as A = A1 + A2,
which they (i.e. A1 and A2) are of tridiagonal entries. Then eA ' eA1+A2

will be considered in terms of eA1 and eA2 as induced by the fractional
step method FS [MPR1,Ya1,GM1,MG1].
The fractional splitting method FS due to Yanenko [Ya1], is based on
simple splitting of the spatial operator along the spatial variables.
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The ÿrst step tow ardssolving the model problem (1) is to consider the
FS method, whic hcan b e expressed as follows:

1

2
ut = uxx over [tm; tm + Æt

2
]; and

1

2
ut = uyy over [tm + Æt

2
; tm+1]:

(4)

The solution for (4), is by theuse of the semi discretization, with resp ect
to the spatial variable, such that the recursiv e solution for u1; and u2
over the time interval [tm; tm+1]; is giv enby

u(tm + Æt
2
) = eÿÆtA1u(tm);

u(tm + Æt) = eÿÆtA2u(tm + Æt
2
);

(5)

and the solution of (5), will b e appro ximatedusing P ade'appro ximation
for eÿÆt Ai :

The FS methods are classiÿed according to the order of the exp onen tial
appro ximationeither as a locallysecond order i.e. O(Æt2) represen tedby
(1,0) pade' appro ximationor equiv alen tlythe bac kw ardEuler's scheme
giv en by:

e
ÿÆt Ai

' (I + ÆtAi)
ÿ1 +O(Æt2); (6)

or as a locallythird order i.e. O(Æt3) whic h represen ted by (1,1) P ade'ap-
pro ximationor equiv alen tly the CrankNicolson(C.N.)-scheme [H1,MPR1],
giv en by

e
ÿÆt Ai

' (I +
Æt

2
Ai)

ÿ1(I ÿ
Æt

2
Ai) +O(Æt3): (7)

The introducedclassiÿcation is consequeted from the order of the p ow er
series represen tationof eÆtAi , and also from the commutativit yof A1

and A2 e.g. [H1 ,MPR1]. For the ÿrst order FS-method (3) is rewritten
as follows;

e
ÿÆt A

' e
ÿÆtA1e

ÿÆtA2 : (8)

In a non commutativ ecase, the highest p ossible order to consider for
eÆtAi , is the ÿrst order [H1,KL1,MPR1,S1,Sw1], and to achiev e a higher
order p ow er series foreÆtA, Strang [S1 ] presen t analgorithm to pro vide
a third order appro ximationfor eÆtA achiev edby the following splitting
of A, g iven by

e
ÿÆt A

' e
ÿ

Æt

2
A1e

ÿÆtA2e
ÿ

Æt

2
A1 ; (9)

when, a locally , thirdorder appro ximationsfor eÿ
Æt

2
A1 and eÿÆt A2 are

considered [MPR1].
A further prop osalto pro vide a second order presen tationby means of
power series of eÿÆt Ai , is due to Sw ayne[Sw1], giv en by

e
ÿÆt A =

1

2

ÿ
e
ÿÆtA1e

ÿÆtA2 + e
ÿÆtA2e

ÿÆtA1

þ
: (10)

3 Interface Boundary Condition

3.1 First Order FS-Method

For the ÿrst order FS method w e willconsider the deÿnition of the in-
terface b oundary conditions by the Forw ardEuler's appro ximationdue
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to Dawson, et, al [DDD1] for each spatial variable, along the interface
line is given by the following algorithm:

Algorithm 1:
1. Let ÿx(= ph) for 1 < p < N; be an interface point for the spatial vari-

able x, such that the domain ÿ is then split into ÿÿx;1 = f(xi; y)j0 <
xi < ÿx; 0 < y < 1g; and ÿÿx;2 = f(xi; y)jÿx < xi < 1; 0 < y < 1g: At
t = tm + 1

2
Æt, the interface boundary condition along the interface

line(ÿx; yj); j = 1; :::; N , is given by

u
m+ 1

2

ÿx;yj
= u

m+ 1

2

p;j = ru
m
pÿ1;j + (1ÿ 2r)ump;j + ru

m
p+1;j ; j = 1; :::; N;

where r = Æt
Hx

, and Hx is the integral multiple of the mesh spacing
hx with respect to the spatial variable x. The intermediate solu-

tion um+
1

2 is then given by solving (I + ÆtA1)u
m+

1

2 = um, over
ÿÿx;1 and ÿÿx;2 respectively using the backward Euler's scheme.

2. Let ÿy(= qh) for 1 < q < N; be an interface point for the spatial
variable y, such that the domain ÿ is then split as follows: ÿÿy;1 =
f(x; yi)j0 < x < 1; 0 < y < ÿyg, and ÿÿy;2 = f(x; yi)j0 < x < 1; ÿy <
y < 1g: At t = tm+1 the interface boundary conditions along the
interface line(xi; ÿy) for i = 1; :::; N , is given by

um+1
xi;ÿy

= um+1

i;q = ru
m+ 1

2

i;q+1 + (1ÿ 2r)u
m+ 1

2

i;q + ru
m+ 1

2

i;qÿ1; i = 1; :::; N;

where r = Æt

H2
y
and Hy is the integral multiple of the mesh spacing

hy, with respect to the spatial variable y.

Then solve for um+1 the system (I + ÆtA2)u
m+1 = um+

1

2 ; over
ÿÿy;1 and ÿÿy;2:

In our analysis we will consider the maximum norm and deþne the max
norm of the error at the interface boundary points by

k ~Em
xpkj = maxj jU

m
p;j ÿ u

m
p;j j; and k ~Em

ypki = maxijU
m
i;q ÿ u

m
i;q j;

where xp and yp are the interface points for x and y respectively, and
~Em = maxf ~Em

xp ;
~Em
ypg:

Lemma 1. If A1 and A2 are symmetric and positive deÿnite matrices,
then the ÿrst order-FS method is stable in maximum norm independent
of h and Æt.

The following theorem due to Mathew, et al [MPR1], concerns the trun-
cation error of the þrst order-FS method.

Theorem 1. The ÿrst order-FS method approximate solution Wm+1 of
(I + ÆtA)um+1 = um solves

(I + ÆtA)Wm+1 + (Æt2
X

1ÿk1;k2ÿ2

Ak1Ak2)W
m+1 = W

m
:

The local truncation error TFS1 of the ÿrst orderFS method has the terms
TFS1 = T + (Æt2

P
1ÿk1;k2ÿ2

Ak1Ak2)u
m+1 in addition to the terms in

the local truncation error T when exact solvers are used. Here um+1 is
the exact solution of the parabolic equation (1).
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Proof. For the proof see [MPR1].

From the incorporation of the interface boundary conditions given by
Algorithm 1, with the FS method, the error bound estimates for the
overall error Em+1 = um+1 ÿWm+1 at time t = tm+1, is given by the
following theorem.

Theorem 2. If A1, and A2 are symmetric and positive semi deÿnite

matrices, then the error bound for algorithm 1, satisÿes the relation

jjEm+1jj þ jjEmjj +O(Æt2); and hence algorithm 1, is stable.

The error at (xi; yj ; tm) due to the utilization of Dawson's algorithm
in the ÿrst order FS-method subject to non-overlapping subdomains is
given by.

Theorem 3. If 1

2
j @

2u
@t2

j; 1

12
j @

4u
@x4

j; and 1

12
j @

4u
@y4

j are bounded by constant C

on ÿ ý T , and Æt þ maxf
H2

y

2
;
H2

x

2
g, then

max
i;j;m

jumi;j ÿW
m
i;j j þ

C2

16
[h2x + h

2
y +H

3
x +H

3
y + Æt

2];

where Hx, and Hy are he integral multiplies of hx; and hy respectively.

Proof. Consider the solution method given in (5) for each spatial variable
over time interval of length Æt

2
, with non overlapping two subdomains,

then;

maxi;j;m jumi;j ÿWm
i;j j þ (maxj;m ju(xi; yj ; t

m)ÿW (xi; yj ; t
m))

(maxi;m ju(xi; yj ; t
m)ÿW (xi; yj ; t

m)j):
(11)

For the heat equation deÿned by Em+1

i;j , with the homogeneous boundary
conditions, and the artiÿcial boundary conditions at the interface line
(Algorithm 1), then for the spatial variable x, we have

max
i;m

ju(xi; yj ; t
m)ÿW (xi; yj ; t

m)j þ C[
1

8
(
Æt

2
+h2x)+

1

4
Hx(H

2
x+

Æt

2
)]: (12)

Similarly for the spatial variable y,

max
j;m

ju(xi; yj ; t
m)ÿW (xi; yj ; t

m)j þ C

h
1

8
(
Æt

2
+ h

2
y) +

1

4
Hy(H

2
y +

Æt

2
)
i
:

(13)
By substituting (12), and (13), in (11),

maxi;j;m jumi;j ÿWm
i;j j þ C[ 1

8
( Æt
2
+ h2x) +

1

4
Hx(H

2
x +

Æt
2
)]

C
ÿ
1

8
( Æt
2
+ h2y) +

1

4
Hy(H

2
y +

Æt
2
)
þ
:

(14)

After performing the desired product for the terms in the last equation
and summing up the terms of the same order the desired results is ob-
tained given as follows,

maxi;j;m jumi;j ÿWm
i;j j þ

C2

16
[h2x + h2y +H3

x +H3
y + Æt2]: (15)
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3.2 Interface Boundary Condition- Second Order

FS-Method

The globally second order FS-method can be achieved using Strang's
splitting for A, A = 1

2
A1 +A2 +

1
2
A1; such that

e
ÿÆtA

' e
ÿ

Æt

2
A1e

ÿÆtA2e
ÿ

Æt

2
A1 ; (16)

[KL1,MPR1,S1,S2].
The exponential term eÿÆtB; (ÆtB = Æt

2
A1; or ÆtA2) in (16), are ap-

proximated by (1; 1) Pade' approximation of locally third order O(Æt3),
denoted by R1;1(ÆtB), given by

e
ÿÆtB

' R1;1(ÿÆtB) = (I +
Æt

2
B)ÿ1(I ÿ

Æt

2
B) +O(Æt3); (17)

or equivalently the C.N. scheme [H1,MPR1].
The solution u(t+ Æt) of (3), is evaluated by using an intermediate solu-
tion vectors, internal estimation vectors, w and v, as follows;

u(t+ Æt) = e
ÿ

Æt

2
A1w; where w = e

ÿÆtA2v; andv = e
ÿ

Æt

2
A1u: (18)

In addition to the above scheme (18), Swayne [Sw1] presented a further
type of second order approximation to eÿÆtA given by :

e
ÿÆtA =

1

2
[eÿÆtA1e

ÿÆtA2 + e
ÿÆtA2e

ÿÆtA1 ]; (19)

such that the solution u(t+ Æt) of (3), is given by;

u(t+ Æt) =
1

2
[u(1)(t+ Æt) + u

(2)(t+ Æt)]: (20)

To provide an interface boundary condition umI , for each spatial variables,
with second order accurate in time i.e. with leading error term O(Æt3)
we considered an extrapolation for umÿÿÆt and umÿþÆt, for 0 < ÿ þ 1
and 1 < þ þ 2; given by

(þ ÿ ÿ)umI = þu
mÿÿÆt

ÿ ÿu
mÿþÆt +O(Æt3); (21)

for m ý 2; ÿ þ 1; and þ = 2, then (21) is given by

u
m
I = 2umÿ1

ÿ u
mÿ2 +O(Æt3);

where umI = ump;j or u
m
I = umi;q are the interface boundary conditions for

the spatial variables x or y respectively. The above approach has also a
ÿexibility to be used even for estimating the interface boundary condi-
tion for a higher space dimension, and its a stable scheme for positive
Æt [LM1]. The domain decomposition algorithm for (1), by the second
order FS deþned by Strang's splitting method with the boundary condi-
tion deþned by (21) is given by the following algorithm:

Algorithm 2:
Let u1 be the solution from the second order FS method or any second
order method in time e.g. C.N., and u0 be the initial condition of (1),
then for m ý 2, and with the interface boundary condition given by (21)
according to each spatial variable.
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1. Let (ÿx; yj); ÿx = ph; 1 < p < N; j = 1; :::; N be interface points for

the spatial variable x over [tm; tm+ 1

2

], and solve for v; v = eÿ
Æt

2
A1u.

2. Let (xj ; ÿy); ÿy = qh; 1 < q < N; i = 1; :::; N be interface points for
the spatial variable y over [tm; tm+Æt], and solve for w; w = eÿÆtA2v.

3. Solve for u; u = eÿ
Æt

2
A1w over[tm + Æt

2
; tm + Æt], with the inter-

face boundary conditions given by (21) with respect to the spatial
variable x, i.e. at the interface points (ÿx; yj):

The domain decomposition algorithm for (1), by the second order FS
deþned using Swayne's splitting method with the boundary condition
deþned by (21) is given by the following algorithm:

Algorithm 3:

Let u1 be the solution from the second order FS method or any second
order method in time e.g. C.N., and u0 be the initial condition of (1),
then for m ÿ 2,

1. Let (ÿx; yj); ÿx = ph; 1 < p < N; j = 1; :::; N be interface points
for the spatial variable x over [tmÿ1; tm], with interface boundary
conditions given by (21), at tm; and solve for uÿ; uÿ = eþÆtA1u.

2. Let (xi; ÿy); ÿy = qh; 1 < q < N; i = 1; :::; N be interface points for
the spatial variable y over [tmþ1; tm] with interface boundary condi-
tions given by (21), at tm; and solve for w; w = eþÆtA2uÿ; (u(1) = w).

3. Let (xi; ÿy); ÿy = qh; 1 < q < N; i = 1; :::; N be interface points
for the spatial variable y over [tmþ1; tm], with interface boundary
conditions given by (21), at tm; and solve for ~u; ~u = eþÆtA2u.

4. Let (ÿx; yj); ÿx = ph; 1 < p < N; j = 1; :::; N be interface points for the
spatial variable x over [tmþ1; tm] with interface boundary conditions
given by (21), at tm; and solve for v; v = eþÆtA2 ~u; (u(2) = v).
Then u(t+ Æt) = 1

2
(u(1) + u(2)):

The stability of the second order FS method deþned by Strang's splitting
[MPR1], and the Swayne's proposal governed by the stability of the ra-
tional approximation R1;1(ÆtAi) for the exponent of the matrices A1, and
A2, which is due to the stability of the C.N.-Scheme, [H1,MPR1,Sw1].
The following theorem concerns the truncation error for the second order
FS-splitting.

Theorem 4. The second order-FS method approximates solution Wm+1

of

R1;1(ÆtA)u
m+1 = u

m
;

by Strang's Splitting, solves

R1;1(
Æt
2
A1)R1;1(ÆtA2)R1;1(

Æt
2
A1)W

m+1+
(Æt3
P

j;1ýk1;k2;k3ý2
ÿjAk1Ak2Ak3)W

m+1 = Wm;

and by Swayne's proposal solves
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1

2
(R1;1(ÆtA1)R1;1(ÆtA2) +R1;1(ÆtA2)R1;1(ÆtA1))W

m+1+
(Æt3
P

j;1ÿk1;k2;k3ÿ2
ÿjAk1Ak2Ak3)W

m+1 = Wm:

The local truncation error TFS of the second order FS-method has the
following terms in addition to the terms in the local error T when exact
solvers are used,

TFS(strang) = T + (Æt3
X

j;1ÿk1;k2;k3ÿ2

þjAk1Ak2Ak3)u
m+1

;

and

TFS(swayne) = T + (Æt3
X

j;1ÿk1;k2;k3ÿ2

ÿjAk1Ak2Ak3)u
m+1

;

corresponding to Strang's Splitting and Swayne's proposal, respectively.
Here um+1 is the exact solution of the parabolic equation (21).

Corollary 1. The maximum norm of the O(Æt3) term, in

(eÆtA ÿ e
Æt

2
A1eÆtA2e

Æt

2
A1) by Strang's splitting is given by;

O(Æt3)

6
(30jjA1jj

2jjA2jj + 20jjA1jjjjA2jj
2);

and the maximum norm of the O(Æt3); term
(eÆtA ÿ 1

2
(eÆtA1eÆtA2 + eÆtA2eÆtA1)); by Swayne's proposal is given by;

O(Æt3)(2jjA1jj
2jjA2jj + 2jjA2jj

2jjA1jj)

4 Numerical Experiments and Conclusion

The proposed algorithms 1, 2, and 3 are examined to solve the following
two dimensional heat equation

@u

@t
=

@2u

@x2
+

@2u

@y2
; 0 þ x; y þ 1; t > 0 (22)

with boundary conditions u(0; y; t) = u(1; y; t) = 0; 0 þ y þ 1; and
u(x; 0; t) = u(x; 1; t) = 0; 0 þ x þ t > 0; and initial conditions
u(x; y; 0) = sin(ýx) sin(ýy); 0 þ x; y þ 1: The standard central dif-
ference approximation was used for the discretization for each spatial
variable x; and y, on uniform grid with h = 1

100
; and 1

150
; for the spatial

variables x, and y, and the discretized problem is then solved over time
intervals t = 0:1; 0:2; 0:5; and t = 1. The solution is then discussed
according to diÿerent number of subdomains.
Figure 1 plots the maximum error by algorithms 1, 2, and 3, for 2, and
15 subdomains by mesh spacing h = 1

150
; over t = [0; 1].

The þgure indicated that the error by the second order FS-algorithms,
algorithms 2, and 3 has less error than the þrst order, and that is due
to the order of splitting as referred in theorems 3, 4, and also due to
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Fig. 1. The error by the FS-algorithms 1, 2, and 3, on the left for 2 subdomains and
on the right for 15 subdomains, for h = 1

150
; over the time interval [0,1].

the error at the artiÿcial boundary at the interface predicted by the
forward Euler's scheme which posses a restriction on the Æt as given in
theorem 3, not like the case in the prediction of the interface for the
second order FS-method. Also, the error by algorithm 3 produce the
solution with less error than the solution by algorithm 2 which is due
to corollary 1 of theorem 4. Figure 2, shows the plots of maximum er-
ror by the algorithms 1 and 2, respectively over diþerent time intervals
t = 0:1; 0:2; 0:4; 0:5; and 1; solved for diþerent number of sub domains,
we concluded that the algorithm of the ÿrst order FS-method depends
on the number of the subdomains but on the contrary the second order
FS-method does not depend on the number of the sub domains. The
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Fig. 2. The eþect of the number of subdomains on the error of the ÿrst order FS-
algorithm 1 on the left for and on the right for FS-algorithm 2 for h = 1
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Fig. 3. The second order FS-algorithm 3, is independent on the number of the sub-
domains, on the right for h = 1
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100
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deterioration of the accuracy(error) in the domain splitting algorithm
for larger time interval is mainly due to the truncation error in the dis-
cretization and the interface prediction of the boundary values at the
artiÿcial boundary of the interface. A similar conclusion is concluded by
algorithm 3 as illustrated in ÿgure 3 for diþerent mesh spacing. For both
types of splitting by algorithms 2, and 3 the numerical results demon-
strates that the error from the solution of the model problem does not
depend on the number of the sub domains, not like the case in the ÿrst
order FS-method algorithm 1, as shown in ÿg(2).

The main features of the presented work are the following points:
1. The algorithm provide a solution of the original problem on subdo-
mains and thus allows a reÿnement in time variable, and in xy-plane,
according to each space variable independently and then solve over each
subdomain for each space variable with independent mesh spacing. The
algorithm is also extendable to three dimensional problem.
2. The second order FS- method, by Swayne's algorithm, by itself is a
completely parallel algorithm called parallel alternating scheme [H1], ac-
cording to each term in (19), and provides a further parallelism enhanced
by the solution of the subproblem over a non overlapping subdomains
according to each spatial variable.
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